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The News of Hungarian Philately
THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Alan Bauer
This month we return from our 2015 winter meeting at the Riverside APS Show and come
back accomplishing a great deal. We have a new Vice President – Randy Frank, who will introduce
himself to you in our next newsletter. We have a new Editor and are embarking on a transition over
the next two issues of The News. We will write more about Csaba Kohalmi at the end of this
President’s corner and please see Bob Morgan’s article later in the News. Csaba will be turning over
the reins to Robert Lauer, who will produce the summer issue as his first edition. For a brief
biography of Robert, see Introducing Robert Lauer, Our New Editor on the next page.
We are already in the process of planning for the big World Stamp Show in New York next
year. Where will you be in May of 2016? This will be a once-in-a-lifetime show, please join us
there. Many of us were at the last big show in 2006 in Washington, DC. This one will eclipse that.
We will have a big booth and hope to see many of you there. We’ll be writing more about this in our
Summer Newsletter.
Before I close this corner, Csaba asked me to write a little bit about my father, Béla Bauer,
and his participation in the Hungarian Philatelic Society of New York. This request came about when
Csaba and Bob Morgan found a cover that was sent to my father from Hungary in 1949. That opened
up my eyes and made me realize that I knew a lot about my father after I was born and when he lived
in Hungary prior to 1945 (I have done much research about my father’s life in Budapest and his
family in Békéscsaba during my travels there), but I know very little of his life in New York City. He
was a well-known philatelist in Hungary and when he came to New York, he became an Officer in
the Hungarian Philatelic Society of New York. I believe that this must have been in some way a
predecessor to our Society. Do any of our founding members know any more of this?? He was one
of the earlier members of our society, but I do not know when he joined. He started a stamp company
– the Hungaria Stamp Exchange when he was in New York and then passed it on to me in 1982. I am
extremely proud of him and hope to carry on in his tradition as an officer of our Society.

First Day cover of the Hungarian Pushkin stamp, Scott no. B205, sent to Bela Bauer, Secretary of the Hungaria
Philatelic Society of New York (from the collection of Csaba L. Kohalmi)

Logo contest: One of the topics we discussed at our Annual Meeting was the need for a
unique SHP logo. We know we have many talented members who would love to help us with their
ideas. Therefore, a “Logo Contest” is being opened up to our membership to submit their ideas for a
new logo that represents the uniqueness and beauty of Hungarian stamp collecting. We would like to
offer a prize for the idea that is selected to be our new logo. The prize is a MAFITT Budapest 2000
gold coin, worth approximately $50. It is a solid silver ingot with gold plating. We will be accepting
ideas until the end of 2015. The Board will decide on the winner early next year and we will
announce the winner at the New York Show in May, 2016.
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Best of luck in the contest and Happy
Stamping……………………..Alan
Thank you – Csaba

Csaba, we would like to thank you for your 25
years of service to our organization. The newsletter has
been the glue that has held our society together and will
continue to do so. You have been an artist in both
creating and assembling articles that provide significant
reference material for our collector members. You have
kept The News vibrant for 25 years and for that, Csaba,
we thank you and present you with this plaque in honor
of your lifetime achievement.



KUDOS & WELCOME
The Executive Board is proud to award a life membership to Sandra Larkey, who has been a
member of SHP since 1985. Congratulations, Sandra, and thank you for your support!
Congratulations to our exhibitors for their fine showing at the APS AmeriStamp Show 2015
in Riverside, CA. Jay T. Carrigan exhibited his single-frame The 1945 Anti-Fascist Issue of
Meckleburg-Vorpommem in the Prix d’Honneur. He also received a gold medal and the German
Philatelic Society bronze for the single frame exhibit, Polish DP Camps in Germany – The Lubeck
Complex. Robert B. Morgan received a gold for the single frame exhibit, Air Mail During
Hungary’s Hyperinflation May 1 – July 31, 1946 (92 Days). Alfred F. Kugel won vermeils for two
single frame exhibits, Allied Plebiscite Activities in Germany 1920-1921 and Allied Plebiscite Activity
in the Saar Territory 1935.
Welcome to our newest members, Joel Baum of Chicago, IL, E.P. ‘Peter’ Gabor of Beverly
Hills, CA, and Klara Toth of Homeland, CA.


INTRODUCING ROBERT LAUER, OUR NEW EDITOR
by Alan Bauer

Robert lives in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada with his wife Heather and has three daughters in
their 20s. He has just retired after 30 years with the Canadian Federal Government, most of it was in
the department that was responsible for the management of land and natural resources in the country’s
far northern territories.
Like many of us, Robert started collecting stamps in his childhood as a teenager; first, the
issues of his native Canada, and then those of Russia from the Empire through the revolution and civil
war. After a holiday trip to Budapest and Transylvania in 2008, he acquired a keen interest in the
history of the Austro-Hungarian Empire that led him to start collecting old Hungarian stamps. He
joined the Society for Hungarian Philately in 2010 and has contributed several articles to The News
over the years (such as Hungarian survivor cancels on early Czechoslovak stamps, the two types of
Turuls and the different paper types of the 1871 issue).
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THANK YOU CSABA!
by Bob Morgan, on behalf in ALL of the members of SHP

Our Society is lucky and appreciative to have had Csaba Kohalmi as our Editor of the
publication you are holding in your hands. Every issue of The News was always filled with a wide
variety of interesting subjects carefully curated by Csaba.
Thank you Csaba for all the time and extraordinary efforts you've given us in the past 25
years, a feat that will be hard to top! The News was the glue that kept our society alive during some
of the most turbulent times.
Csaba shared with us his knowledge as a historian of Hungary; he shared with us his wide
and deep knowledge of Hungary's philately; he has shared with us his family's history, the growth
and joys of his children and grandchildren. Many of his articles were shared with our sister society
The Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great Britain as well as some of their members' queries were
solved by him. Hopefully we can count on Csaba keeping his active contribution of articles through
the News. Who knows maybe even he will find time for that long-ago idea/wish to create an index of
all the articles appeared in The News from the start.
Csaba Kohalmi’s and Chris Brainard’s deep knowledge of the Hungarian "Occupation"
overprints were very educational to us. They have clarified much misinformation and brought to our
attention the many fakes floating in the collector community.
I would be negligent if I would not add a heartfelt thanks to Chris Brainard for his efforts as
our Publisher of the News during all these years closely collaborating with Csaba.
Csaba, thank you again for all of your efforts and please accept our sincere appreciation for
all you've done for our Society. We are wishing all success to our new Editor, Robert Lauer.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Csaba:
It is with great sadness that I read your plans of retiring from ‘Editor of The News for Hungarian
Philately.’ I, as I am sure everyone else who read The News have for over a quarter of a century, relied on your
expertise and friendly advice regarding our chosen hobby. The only thing that relieves this feeling of a dark
cloud hovering above us is the knowledge that you will have much more time to devote to your beautiful
family. Thus with a heavy heart, I wish you many new years in good health and lots of happiness.
I do hope that you will not entirely abandon us.
With gratitude and warm personal regards,
Paul Richter, M.D.
☼

AMERISTAMP EXPO AT RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
February 13-15, 2015.
SHP Annual Meeting and Dinner Party
by Bob Morgan

Another successful Society event is behind us. Our Society table was ‘manned’ throughout
the show. Special thanks to volunteers Linda and Wes Learned, Anna and Keith Trischan,
Barbara and Ted Johnson, Ruth and Lyman Caswell. As usual, our Society booth was the focal
point and meeting place where we could always come back and relax among friends.
We held our Society's Annual Meeting on Saturday, February 14th, 10-12 o'clock. Thanks to
Greg Gessell’s ingenuity, he was able to Skype connect on the computer screen with our ailing
President Alan Bauer from the frozen East Coast and our Annual Meeting was able to work through
a very busy agenda.
Saturday evening we had dinner at the historic Mission Inn and all twelve of us enjoyed every
minute of it. The Mission Inn is a true romantic and historic place where Richard and Pat Nixon got
married, Nancy and Ronald Reagan spent their honeymoon there. Since 1903 with Teddy Roosevelt,
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seven Presidents and Vice Presidents visited the Inn including John F. Kennedy. Many, many famous
people had visited the Inn including Albert Einstein, Mary Pickford, Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy,
Ginger Rogers, Bob Hope, Barbra Streisand, even the ‘Hungarian connection’ Harry Houdini was
among them. Wish that every Society member could have been with us at Riverside and enjoy the
California weather.

Left: Keith and Anna Trishan, Linda Learned at the Society table.
Right: Barbara and Ted Johnson at the Society table.

Gathered around the dinner table: Randy Frank in the front, clockwise from the left: Ted and Barbara Johnson,
Keith and Anna Trishan, Angel Sutter, Greg Gessell, Linda and Wes Learned, Lyman and Ruth Caswell, and
Bob Morgan.
☼

SOCIETY FOR HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Treasurer's Report - Year Ending December 31, 2014
submitted by Wes Learned, Treasurer
Beginning Balance 1-1-2014
(Checking - First Wyoming
Bank)
Income:
Auctions*
Donations
Sales:
Book Sales
Sales Circuit

4

$1,742.96

0.00

Expenses:
Newsletter (4 issues):
Printing
Postage
Envelopes
Labels

1734.23
1530.08
166.89
35.30

27.00
0.00
0.00

Other Expenses:
Postage (Board)
State of CT Corp. Filing Fee

0.00
50.00
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Bound Editions
News Ads

0.00
0.00

Dues
Interest (checking)
Interest (1 yr. CD)**
Interest (91 Day CD's)**
Total Income:
CD Redemptions
Beginning Balance plus
Deposits

1911.05
0.00
28.79
1.80
1938.05
1166.61

Refund: Dues overpayment
APS Show Deposit (NYC)
Membership Apps & supplies
Total Expenses
Ending Balances 12/31/14:
First Wyoming Checking
First Wyoming CD's (91 day)
First Wyoming CD 1 Yr
SHP Auction Account
Auction check outstanding 12/31/14

21.00
250.00
52.58
3840.08
1007.54
4932.08
11537.38
1175.80
1144.70

4847.62
Total Assets

*No auction funds deposited in
2014
(Auction proceeds collected in 2014
were deposited 1/5/15 $1,144.70)

$19,797.50

**Interest earned was added to existing CD's

The financial report shown above reflects the status of the SHP assets as of close of business
December 31, 2014. It does not indicate changes occurring throughout the year. As treasurer, I feel
that some additional information concerning our year is warranted.
Our year to year reoccurring expenses remained almost constant with previous years. Our
printing costs and postage for out of country mailings did increase somewhat. As we are all aware,
postal rates and printing costs both increased during the year. The actual cost of producing and
mailing our quarterly News increased 5%. Other year to year re-occurring expenses remained almost
constant.
Our SHP auctions run in conjunction with The News each quarter showed a marked increase.
Our auction chairperson Jim Gaul should be commended for the fine job he had done with that
program and thanked for the hours he spends on it each quarter.
The treasury received less than two thousand dollars in dues for this past year. That figure is
down from previous years. Back in 2012 the Board elected to grant a discount for members paying
three years dues at one time. This option still remains in effect for 2015. A good number of members
took advantage of that option in 2012 and 2013. However, that made the number of members
required to pay dues in 2014 considerably less, resulting in a lower than usual amount of dues
received. Dues paid this coming year should increase again as many of those members will now be
required to pay this coming year.
Interest earned on our deposits has hit an all-time low. Our checking account no longer earns
any interest. Our CDs that earned close to two hundred dollars per year several years back just barely
made thirty dollars in 2014.
Society revenues are coming from four sources - number one being dues, then auction
proceeds, member donations and interest. We have had no general sales of bound editions or books
in the past year. The good news is that the summary figures shown in the report indicate that the SHP
is still on very sound financial ground.
Respectfully submitted,
Wes Learned, Treasurer

THE DECIMAL POINT THAT WENT MISSING
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Alan Soble sent me a cover with two pretty stamps (Scott no. 1397) designed by my late
cousin, József Vertel. The stamp was issued in 1961 for the International Stamp Exhibition in
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Budapest. It took me two glances at the cover to trigger the thought that something was wrong with
the franking. The item was mailed in December 2014, and the two stamps represented a postage paid
of only 3.40 forints. The sender creatively used the stamps, passing them off as being worth ‘170’
forints in order to cleverly save money by defrauding the Hungarian Post of revenue.
Left: The envelope mailed
from Csömör on 29 December
2014 franked with 3,40Ft
postage.
Below: Enlargement of the
stamps and the cancellation.

As we know, all Hungarian stamps denominated in fillér-forint currency issued on or after 1
August 1946 are currently valid for postage. The last Hungarian stamps denominated in ‘fillér’ were
issued in 1981 (40f & 60f values of the Historical Flags set, Scott nos. 2688-89). The issuance of
fractional forint-fillér stamps stopped years before that time. The last such stamp that I found was the
1,20Ft value of the Young Animals set (Scott no. 2406) issued in 1976. Three+ decades have passed
since such stamps were used. I would surmise that most clerks in Hungary’s post offices had not
encountered such stamps in their adult lifetimes. One would have to be in his/her forties to have used
such a stamp.
Hence, the ease with which the 1,70Ft stamps were accepted at 100
times actual face value. In the stamp design, Józsi Bácsi utilized a
commonly accepted convention in the depiction of the 1,70Ft face value:
he made the ‘70’ smaller than the ‘1’ and, consequently, felt no need to
put a comma between the numbers. (In Hungarian convention, a comma
is used instead of a decimal point to separate ‘fillérs’ from ‘forints’ when
designating prices.)
Left: Enlargement of the denomination from Scott no. 1397.

In past articles, I have written about well-known Hungarian philatelists sending me mail with
‘fillér’ stamps ‘revalued’ to forints by adding a ‘t’ to the currency unit ‘f’ in the denomination.
Recently, I received an eBay purchase from Hungary in an envelope that was cleverly franked with
‘fillér’ stamps on one side and a few ‘forint’ stamps on the other side making the absolute number
equivalent to the necessary letter fee. (See p. 32 of the January-March 2013 issue.)
There are many, many clever ways to beat the Forint Inflation at the post office!
☼
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THE ZONBI APOCALYPSE
by Alan Soble
“il miglior fabbro” – T. S. Eliot to Ezra Pound

I. Defining Zonbi
The first thing to do is to clarify what is meant by the technical term zonbi (or “zombie”) as it
is used in philatelic contexts.1
The editor of The News of Hungarian Philately, Csaba L. Kőhalmi, and a few other
determined philatelists, our gum-sniffing bloodhounds, have been exposing unscrupulous sellers of
fraudulent adhesives in an attempt, through education, to eliminate the market in, and existence of,
inauthentic “product.” These researchers have provided, in the pages of this journal and elsewhere,
detailed information about a virtual slew of zonbi.2 The definition they have been using is something
like this: “A postage stamp or other philatelic item (e.g., parcel or postal cards cum indicia)
manufactured to be a fake, fraud, forgery, falsch, or a counterfeit – and which are so difficult to kill
off (remove from circulation) by ordinary measures (shredding them into tiny slips, burning them up
in bonfires, flushing them down the toilet) that they seem to have a second or a third or a . . . life
beyond what we normally expect from mere pieces of trashy paper.” The attempt to eliminate zonbi
is widely agreed to be futile, which is a significant part of the justification for calling them zonbi.
“Future stamp collectors will have these seemingly limitless ‘zombie creations’ to deal with from now
on,” Kőhalmi understandably moans with profound pessimism (and not merely because he’s
Magyar).3
I don’t want to quibble over this definition of zonbi stamps. I am, however, not convinced
that an insidious motive of tricking collectors or the postal service out of their resources, or
maliciously engaging in uncivilized deception (swindling) for personal gain, is an essential feature of
the production and distribution of zonbi. The point of this contention will eventually emerge; it links
importantly with the fact that my selection of zonbi is more expansive than Kőhalmi’s (which is why I
perceive an apocalypse). I designate as a member of the class zonbi more items than he has (or
probably would). My implicit criteria and judgments are actually, in effect, more stringent than his,
in that on my view fewer philatelic items count as genuine and more count as bogus.
II. The Classification of Zonbi
Stamps and other philatelic items can be fakes, frauds, forgeries, shams, or counterfeits in
many ways. Kőhalmi and his colleagues divided up their zonbi specimens in useful ways, and I
employ some of their categories – including “historically haywire” frauds, which Kőhalmi calls
“historically incongruous.” None of the four categories in my classification is written in stone, and
none will be defined except, for the most part, by ostension.
(A) Obvious Fakes. Let us start with some easily-recognized fraudulent stamps. Several stamps that
I display in this section are genuine (see Figures 1, 2, and 3), and I’d like readers to decide for
themselves which are fraudulent. The stamp shown in Figure 3 might be a zonbi stamp that also
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depicts a zonbi, unlike U.S. Scott 3169–3171 (see above), which are genuine postage stamps that
depict zonbi. (The last section of this article deals with collecting depictions of zonbi as a topic.)

Figures 1, 2, and 3 [Left, middle, right]. (1) Two thin strips of vertical smileyfaces, with one semi-grumpy face; these can be found in Magyar Katalógus,
e.g., 4807 (2005), Hungary Scott 3944. The individual faces are perforated but
not denominated. (2) The “personalization” web site www.zazzle.com offers to
put your custom images on postage stamps, calendars, coffee mugs, and your
mother-in-law’s apron. Four face-different stamps are shown here. (3) The
stamp inscribed “Lajtabánság” is a variant of a Nyugat-Magyarország
emission, listed in Magyar Katalógus as no. 80 (1921).

(B) Spurious Cancellations. It is well-known that in contrast to most nations in Central-Eastern
Europe, Hungary places the year first,4 followed by month and day, in its cancellation dates (and
elsewhere). Thus 1906 XI 18 is the Hungarian format for November 18, 1906, which date would be
rendered 18 XI 1906 by the Serbs, the Rumanians, the Czechs and Slovaks, et al. This pattern allows
us to pick out as zonbi cancels that deviate from the proper order. For example, see the date format in
Figure 4. The year (1901) is in the middle – which location corresponds to absolutely no date format.
Ergo bogus. The cancel in Figure 5 is another zonbi, in which the entire area devoted to the month
has been filled in by one black horizontal rectangle (or, more likely, three smaller contiguous black
vertical rectangles), as if the month in which the postal item entered the mailstream was a matter of
substantial military significance and hence had to be censored – which makes no sense. Ergo bogus.
Perhaps it was the whimsical creation of a postal worker who drank too much Egri Bikavér during
lunch. (The town is close enough to Eger.)
Figure 4 (left). A Hungarian ZimonyZemun “J”-style (short central bridge)
bilingual cancel (Hungarian/Serbian)
dated SEP 901 29; the year is placed in
the middle. The cancel was applied over a
blue 10 fillér indicium.
Figure 5 (right). A Hungarian “J”-style
Márkusfalva
cancel
(Markušovce,
Slovakia), dated 919 ██ 19 (sans month).
The stamp is a 25h blue imperforate
Hradčany (Czechoslovakia Scott 5, 1918);
the canceller is a wounded survivor.
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Another date line in a cancellation is so repetitive and improbable that only under the
pressure of enormous gullibility would someone refuse to doubt the veracity of the specimen and fail
to realize that human artifice was involved in its production (see Figure 6). This stamp, the cancel
announces, was posted in the “12th hour of the 22nd day of the 12th month of the 22nd year” of the
current century, which assertion appears in the cancel as the visually dramatic “22 XII 22 XII.”
While we are spending time on Czechoslovakian spoofs, consider the placement of the diacritic
“caron” (the Czech háček) inside the belly of the letter “C,” upon which letter was supposed to be an
inverted hat (Figure 7). Even in this fantastically flexible digital age, I don’t have fonts that empower
me to reproduce the “C-eating-an-upsidedown-carrot” letter. The country-identifying abbreviation in
the cancel in Figure 7, even if real to begin with, was nevertheless doomed. One need not be a
paranoid Bohemian to be offended by the malformed “c” and the larger size and centrality of the “S”
in the three-piece abbreviation. The egalitarian “Č.S.P.” had a lot going for it. Not that it could save
a marriage that was never in heaven meant to be.
Figure 6 (left). An early Czechoslovakian
cancel (my guess, Bratislava), dated 22 XII
22 XII. The stamp is the 10h olive bister
carrier pigeon, Czechoslovakia Scott 83
(1920).
Figure 7 (right). An early
Czechoslovakian cancel (from Prachatice,
in southern Bohemia), dated 2.XII.19. The
stamp is the 30h yellow-brown imperforate
Hradčany, Czechoslovakia Scott 6 (1918).
Compare the country-identifying
abbreviation in this cancel with the
“Č.S.P.” in the bottom arc of the cancel in
Figure 6.

Zonbi cancellations exist in a seemingly endless variety. Readers of this journal are well
familiar with one type (see Figure 8), cases in which one official postal arrangement or convention is
contradicted by another, leaving the head-scratching question: Which is real? Which is an illusion?5
The cancellation spells the town name “Hosszufalu,” while the postal labels spell it “Hosszúfalu.”
(The “ú” in that town name, by the way, has a hosszú diacritic.) A similar conundrum is presented by
the contrast between the rövid-name, “Köhalom,” on the stamp franking a picture post card (Figure 9,
bottom left), and the hosszú-name, “Kőhalom,” on a single stamp (inset, upper right). The ambiguous
inscription on the trilingual post card doesn’t resolve the issue. (The surname “Kohalmi” elegantly
sidesteps the predicament.)

Figure 8. A cropped parcel card, struck by a “J”-style “Hosszufalu” canceller, dated 914 JUL 10. The two
labels (indicating that two individual parcels were mailed using this form [Ed.]) in the upper left of the card
spell the town name with a diacritic, “Hosszúfalu.” The card is franked with a blue 10 fillér indicium, a 1
korona red-brown Ferenc József from the Turuls, and (not seen in the image) a 20 fillér brown Turul.
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Figure 9. A picture post card franked (lower left) with a 25 kr brownish Austria Scott 32 (1867), Magyar
Katalógus A6a, exhibiting the rövid diacritic, dated 15/8 69 (August 15, 1869 – a predecessor of the
“bigendian” yyyy/mm/dd format). The single stamp (inset, upper right) is a red 5 kr black-numeral Envelope,
exhibiting the hosszú diacritic, dated [18]96/NOV/18 (Magyar Katalógus 31e, Hungary Scott 25).

I would like to illustrate several more types of specious cancellation. Figure 10 displays
three stamps that are pretty much socked-on-the-nose with town cancels that have no business being
there and doing that job. One stamp is an 1871 lithographed Ferenc József issue, cancelled “Wien”
(instead of, say, Győr or Pécs); another is a Bosnia coat-of-arms stamp cancelled “Budapest” in 1902
(instead of, say, Brčka, with a properly placed háček); the third is a United States stamp depicting
Ulysses S. Grant, cancelled “Budapest” in 1892 (instead of, say, Indianapolis). Zonbi, one and all,
unless I am crazy.

Figure 10. Left: 5 kr light red 1871 lithographed Ferenc József (Hungary Scott 3), Austrian-style cancel, “7/8
E/71/WIEN.” Middle: 2h gray coat-of-arms, Bosnia Scott 12 (1900), cancelled “Budapest,” 902 AUG 20.
Right: 5c brown Ulysses S. Grant, U.S. Scott 223 (issued 06/02/1890), cancelled “Budapest,” 92 OKT 30.
Both “Budapest” cancels are “K”-style, with a long (full) central bridge (the Bosnia stamp also bears the
Crown of St. Stephen).
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Figure 11 exhibits another cancel on a stamp on which the cancel has no business being, but
this example is more striking: a Hungarian “Miskolcz” cancel on a new post-WW1 Czechoslovakian
stamp. To be sure, we have seen a plethora of Hungarian cancellations on Czechoslovakian stamps
(primarily the Hradčany). These cancels were made by survivor cancellers used in the post offices of
towns that were no longer in Hungary but had been “moved” by the Treaty of Trianon into Slovakia
(see above, Figure 5).6 In the case of Figure 11, however, the town in question, Miskolc, had never
been “moved” into Slovakia and had never been in any danger of being “moved.” (See the map,
Figure 12, which shows Miskolc in relation to the current counties of Hungary.) Miskolc is a bona
fide Hungarian town in which – inexplicably, except by invoking the useful concept zonbi – a
Czechoslovakian stamp was cancelled by an indigenous Hungarian canceller that was in no manner a
“survivor.” A reverse example is the appearance of an Austrian cancel on a Hungarian postal card.
Figure 13 displays a 1913 cancel with the Germanic town name “Jablunkau” (Czech: “Jablonkov”)
which partially obliterates a light green 5 fillér Crown of St. Stephen indicium. Despite the proximity
of Zsolna in “Upper Hungary” to Jablunkau (see Figure 14), such postal cards were never valid for
postal use in Silesia, Moravia, or Bohemia, which suggests that we are confronted with another zonbi.
Figure 11. A light red 10h imperforate Hradčany (Czechoslovakia
Scott 3), cancelled in Miskolcz on 919 [MÁJ?] 20. The cancel is “K”style with a full bridge and the Crown of St. Stephen.

Figure 12. A map of present-day
rump Hungary, showing the huge
distance between Miskolc and, to
the north, the border with presentday rump Slovakia.

Figure 13. Hungarian postal card (maybe
Higgins & Gage 34 and Simády 31)
cancelled by an Austrian canceller in the
Austrian Silesian town Jablunkau (now
“Jablunkov,” Czech Republic), 17/7 13
(July 17, 1913).
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Figure 14. Present-day map of the confluence of Poland, the Czech
Republic, and Slovakia. We begin in Cieszyn (Poland, Polish Silesia) at the
top, then we travel south to Jablunkov (Moravian Silesia, in the most
eastern point of the Czech Republic); finally, we drive 25 miles further
south to Žilina (in Slovakia, which used to be “Zsolna”) without stopping in
Čadca [sic].

Two more cancels deserve a brief look. Figure 15 shows a cancel that commemorates the 127th
anniversary of the United States, which seems to have been employed in Kolozsvár. President
Roosevelt (Theodore) gave a speech that day, but did not even allude to the Kingdom of Hungary. 7
Figure 16 displays what seems to be a complete Hungarian town name cancel. The 1828 Hungarian
Census lists a town “Pornó” in Vas Vármegye, which town might still have existed in 1873, the date
of the cancel. But it is far from incontrovertible that any such town exists today, for if you were to
make use of various search engines to discover the population and location of “Porno Hungary,” you
will be rewarded with endless pages of dreary and orthographically suspicious Magyar erotika. No
joke.8 [Professzor Soble, in his attempt to convince us that we are threatened by a zombie apocalypse
(i.e., a huge number of zombie stamps we had never anticipated), here demonstrates how strained his
argument is. Unfortunately, he missed the transition in name from “Pornó” to “Pornóapáti. Ed.]

Figure 15. A Kolozsvár "K"-style (full
bridge) cancel, dated 903 JUL 4, modified
to celebrate Independence Day in the
United States. Clearly a “historically
haywire” (anachronistic) zonbi, as smiley
faces did not exist until around the last half
(post-1962) of the 20th Century. For a
genuine Hungarian smiley face, see above,
Figure 1.
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Figure 16. A 5 kr reddish (rose red?
brick red? claret? lake?) engraved
Ferenc József, Hungary Scott 9,
cancelled in the dubious town
“Pornó” on 28/3 73 (March 28, 1873).
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(C) Zonbi Overprints. Overprints on Hungarian stamps, especially in the few years after the
armistice of November 11, 1918, exist in various designs, texts, and colors. Many of the zonbi
exposed and discussed by Kőhalmi and the other researchers are overprinted Hungarian stamps whose
genuine counterparts were intended for use in the lost territories and occupied areas of Hungary. As
Kőhalmi and the others urge, it is crucial to know the characteristics of genuine and fraudulent
overprints before sinking money into the project of creating a collection of post-WW1 overprints.
(Csaba and I once had the opportunity to exhibit in this journal a fraudulent “Eastern Silesia”
overprint: the Hradčany was overprinted with the purportedly normal “SO/1920,” but the stamp was
clearly cancelled “1919.” Cute.)9
The subject of zonbi overprints allows us to realize that zonbi need not be produced with
malice or greed. Some zonbi may be composed merely for the fun of it (although later possessors of
this material might try to pass it off as genuine). I think we should judge the overprinted stamp in
Figure 17 keeping in mind that zonbi may be parodies having (or trying to have) social or political
meanings, or no meaning at all beyond delight. We should also keep in mind that some zonbi may be
created to lampoon stereotypical philatelists. Making fun of “stamp collectors” can be done using the
tools and materials of philately itself.
The articles that have been written about Hungarian zonbi have pointed out that many “SHS”
(Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes) overprints on Hungarian stamps are fraudulent. The “SHS”
shown in Figure 17 is surely a fake, but it was never intended to fool anyone (except, perhaps, a
gullible American “stamp collector”). Note three details. (1) The stamp has a "Nagy-Várad" cancel,
which is not a town (or country, Rumania) in which “SHS” overprints were put into use (try Croatia);
however, the card was sent to Koprivnica (Hungarian “Kopronca”), so maybe the hand drawn “SHS”
was meant to appease or flatter the destination’s post office or addressee. (2) The overprinted stamp
is a 5 fillér yellow-green Turul; nowhere in Brainard’s book (note 2, below) did I find mention of a 5
fillér Turul being overprinted. (3) Finally, the stamp was cancelled 916 Feb 2. Maybe the recipient,
not the sender, added the overprint three years later (nice try), after Croatia was divorced from
Hungary and wedded its fate to Yugoslavia.

Figure 17. The SHS territory is to the
southwest of Rumania; a cover franked
with an "SHS" overprint would not
originate in Nagy-Várad (Rumanian,
“Oradea”). The stamp is a Hungarian 5
fillér Turul, cancelled 916 FEB 2. So the
canceller, “K”-style with full bridge and
Crown of St. Stephen, had not yet become
a survivor.

On the left side of Figure 18 we see the painting “The Treachery of Images” (1928) by René
Magritte, a surrealist painter from Belgium. No. Part of what I just wrote is wrong, as Magritte
insists. What the figure displays is a fair-to-middling reproduction of Magritte's “The Treachery of
Images.” The French text, which is not outside the art work (as if it were an independent caption on a
wall that authoritatively characterizes the image) but is part of the art work itself, says “This is not a
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pipe,” even though the object depicted is obviously a pipe. Does the painting’s text contradict the
painting? To some extent, the answer depends on what the ambiguous pronoun “this” refers to. (This
[!] is why we are taught never to leave “this” by itself in a sentence but always follow it with, e.g., a
noun or participle.) But there are other approaches to unraveling the substance of Magritte’s painting.
One simple interpretation is that Magritte’s “deconstructionist” text is right on the mark: What we see
is only a depiction of a pipe. We are tricked by its verisimilitude into attributing a different sort of
reality (real reality) to it.10 (Now that’s what I call a pipe!) We don’t even read that pseudo-caption
“sentence”; we read an image of a sentence. Artists and art critics who seek or demand perfect
depictions of “reality” (a traditional goal of painting; Leonardo was important in this history) 11
misunderstand the enterprise of giving the creative imagination access to paint, brushes, and canvas.
The text on the right side of Figure 18 – “This is not a fake!” – tells the truth. The image might be a
copy of a fake, or it might be a copy of a piece of paper with scattered numbers and figures. Yet the
image itself is not a fake, not a zonbi; it is a real image and as genuine as any other image.

Figure 18. Left: “La trahison des images,” by René Magritte. The text correctly declares “This is not a pipe.”
Right: An overprinted stamp which seems to be a member of the “1919. Baranya (I.)” series, something like
nos. 39–41 (although an unlisted denomination and perhaps a printing error), in the “Helyi Kiadások” section
of the Magyar Katalógus (see Hungary Scott 7N28–30). The French says truly “This is not a fake.” The
cancel is 918 MÁJ 15.

There is a demand, and hence a market, for zonbi stamps. Some collectors definitely want,
do not avoid, counterfeits; having these samples, or examples, they would be able to compare other
copies with the zonbi, eventually assembling full sets of all the bona fide stamps and their matching
counterfeits. That would be a splendid research library. Having both the genuine and the zonbi on
cover (the same cover? on “non admis” and “retour” covers? on covers that got through undetected?)
would be a huge plus for a multiframe gold exhibit. Other philatelists want counterfeits for a
different reason: they are collectors of, specifically, counterfeits. That's an intriguing topical
collection, zonbi postage stamps. This collecting interest might be seen as a branch of “errors, freaks,
& oddities.” It is important to appreciate that what both types of zonbi seeker want are genuine
counterfeits. This class, however, is huge, and can be made as large as we want by almost no effort at
all. I could create counterfeit counterfeits and pass them off as genuine counterfeits. They would be
genuine counterfeits, although not the original or genuinely genuine counterfeits. In Figure 19, there
is a so-called genuine counterfeit stamp (a genuine zonbi) on the left; the counterfeit stamp on the
right is a shoddy imitation copy of the genuine counterfeit on the left. It is, therefore, a fraudulent or
fake genuine counterfeit, a sure floozy. Nevertheless, when it is compared with the original genuine
stamp, the stamp on the right is still a genuine counterfeit. It is as much a fake counterfeit as it is a
genuine counterfeit. If one and the same stamp can be a fake counterfeit and a genuine counterfeit,
the distinction between the fake and the genuine collapses and any limit that could be placed on the
legitimate (genuine) territory of the zonbi evaporates. The apocalypse is upon us.
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Figure 19. Left: A genuine counterfeit,
pretending to be Hungary Scott 7N7
(Magyar Katalógus, “1919. Baranya (I.),”
11), with a black overprint on a 2 fillér
brown Harvester. Right: either a fake
counterfeit, pretending to be the counterfeit
on the left (so a fake of a fake of 7N7); or a
genuine counterfeit, pretending to be Scott
7N7 directly, with a red overprint on the
same 2 fillér brown Harvester. Whoever
(or whatever; you know what creatures I
mean) made the genuine counterfeit on the
right didn’t know much about fonts or the
Hungarian language, or didn’t care.

There is one more and quite stunning type of overprint zonbi (see Figures 20 & 21): a
massively multiply-overprinted stamp. Anyone who would buy such an item believing it to be
genuine or to have any philatelic value or significance needs to have his or her brain examined.
Buying it to expose it as a zonbi in a philatelic essay is a different matter, but even for that purpose
downloading an eBay image is sufficient and better.

Figure 20. Your guess is as good as mine. Try the 1919 Kraków (Poland) issues in Scott.
The face is Karl’s (not ever, to my knowledge, accused of being a zonbi). The cancel, if
genuine, was made by a Silesian survivor.

Figure 21. A zonbi block of four of Yugoslavia Scott 1L15.
I get dizzy looking at it.
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(D) “Historically Haywire” Zonbi: Liar, Liar … Pants on Fire. Stamps, like people, tell lies all the
time.12 One of my favorite examples is a pair of stamps issued by the United Kingdom in honor of
the marriage of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Diana Spencer, on July 29, 1981 (Figure 22). On the
stamps, the Prince appears to be almost a whole head taller than the Princess. But Charles and Diana
were actually nearly the same height.13 Women are told their place.

Figure 22. Charles, Prince of Wales, and Diana
Spencer, his first wife, on multicolored 14p and 25p
stamps (Great Britain Scott 950-951 [1981]). They
were married fifteen years.

Figure 23. A red stamp, blue text, red linden leaves and skyline,
and a red cancel on a white background; souvenir sheet,
Czechoslovakia Scott 1581 (1968). The red perforated stamp in
the sheet is a slight variation (denomination) of the Bohemian Lion
stamp, Scott type SP1 (semipostals B124-B126 [1919]). The
cancel is dated 28.10.1968, which is historically important. It was
on October 28, 1918 that the independence of Czechoslovakia from
Austro-Hungary was proclaimed. Tomáš Masaryk became its
president on November 14, 1918.

The Czechoslovakian commemorative sheet shown in Figure 23 purports to celebrate the
50th anniversary of the birth (and hence existence) of the country of Czechoslovakia. Let’s do the
math. The country was formed in October-November 1918. In late September, 1938, Germany
annexed part of the country, the Sudetenland. Soon, in March, 1939, Germany occupied Bohemia
and Moravia which, with those ancient names, became a “protectorate” (Böhmen und Mähren, Čechy
a Morava). In the meantime, Slovakia was busy becoming its own Republic (its entrails eventually
intertwined with Nazi Germany), which completed the divorce and resurrected (watch that word!) the
pre-1918 political and geographical independence of these Central European entities. (The cat is out
of the bag. World War II Slovakia was a zonbi.) For the period 1938–1945 there was no such thing
as Czechoslovakia, which was a genuine country, after late 1918 until 1968, for only 43 years, not 50.
The proclamation “1918–1968,” with a dash between the two years, implies a false continuity. The
cancel on this particular version of the souvenir sheet, quite befitting a zonbi, contains a bit of irony:
Bratislava was the capital of the temporary Slovak Republic and a symbol not of unified strength but
of war time dissolution.
The designers of the Czechoslovakian souvenir sheet engaged in mild exaggeration for the
sake of maintaining a peaceful household, an admirable motive for a Communist regime. Maybe this
affair illuminates a zonbi emission that came from the Hungarian postal service in 1975 (Figure 24).
There had been, along the Danube, 50 miles south of Budapest, a small town known as
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“Dunapentele.” In 1949–1950, the building of a new steel-industry city (like Scranton, PA and
Lackawanna, NY) began in this location; it was named “Sztálinváros” in 1951.14 (That makes sense;
the name “Stalin,” adopted for himself by The Red Tsar, comes from “сталь,” the Russian word for
steel.) The city was renamed – the renaming and rerenaming of streets, squares, towns, and countries
happened regularly in Central and Eastern Europe between 1940 and 1990 – “Dunaújváros” in 1961.
Despite this complex history, the official quadrilingual first-day cover (Első Nap, Premier Jour, First
Day, Первый День) celebrates the 25th anniversary of “Dunaújváros, 1950–1975.” Sztálinváros
never existed.

Figure 24. First-day cover for the release of the 6 Ft 1975 Dunaújváros stamp (Magyar Katalógus 3043,
designed by Vertel József; Hungary Scott 2332). The cancel on the stamp is dated 1975.VI.10; the Első Nap
cancel is dated 75.VI.11. (The Magyar Katalógus and Scott give the 10th as the release date.) The large
building depicted on the stamp is the Városháza. The illustration on the FDC is the “Martinász” statue in
Dunaújváros.15

III. A Topical Collection: Zonbi
I do not mean a collection of zonbi stamps, of the sort categorized and illustrated above; I
mean a collection of stamps (postal cards, etc.) that depict zonbi, as well as miscellaneous postal
items related in some way to zonbi. Stamps depicting Dracula, Frankenstein, the Mummy (all close
enough), and any Hollywood “walking dead” appearing on the stamps of African and Arabian
countries belong in such a topical collection. To add material, beyond this simple inventory, requires
a subtle mixture of ingenuity, good taste, and bullweed. Even forming a “dentistry” topical collection
requires wit, charm, and elasticity.
Two Hungarian stamps – a search more resolute than mine may find more – are candidate
zonbi collectibles. The stamps in Figures 25 & 26 depict zonbi metaphorically in virtue of the not
quite solid make-up of the ephemeral heads fashioned by the artists and designers. Good job!
Figure 25. An impressionist-style portrait of the doctor (orvos) Kaposi
Móric (“Kaposi's sarcoma”). It is fitting that a dermatologist is
portrayed as a zonbi. The stamp is the 4 Ft Magyar Katalógus 3788
(1986); Hungary Scott 2997. Scott calls him an “Austrian cancer
research.” He was born in Kaposvár but was educated and lived in Wien.
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Figure 26. Fourteen heads of different colors; Magyar Katalógus
3800 (“Fejek,” [1986]), Hungary Scott 3014.

The next example counts as a depicted zonbi in virtue of “resurrection,” an important concept
we have already employed. Figure 27 contrasts two Hungarian stamps. On the left is an 1871
lithographed Ferenc József; on the right is one of the stamps issued in 1951 to celebrate the 80th
anniversary of the 1871 stamps (the first Hungarian stamps, according to the inscription on the
celebratory stamps). The stamps produced to commemorate 80 years of Hungarian stamps are only
partial and hence misleading (“liar!”) replicas of the 1871 stamps; they are weirdly designed,
exhibiting what I have termed “feminine obliteration.”16 In the 1951 stamps, the content of the circle
in the 1871 stamp, the profile of aristocracy, has been removed; what remains is empty space and an
innocuous cancel of the sort used in 1871 (the date the first 1871 stamp was released, 71/V/1). This is
an idiotic “celebration” of the first Hungarian stamps; it is impossible to celebrate stamps with
replicas that have been significantly defaced. The “celebration” is also laughable, for the ideological
motive for defacing an old, old postage stamp of interest only to old, old men (the stereotypical
philatelist) is both obvious and childish – as if the 1951 regime was worried that a tiny depiction of
the long dead “Császár és Király” would undermine the glory and praise of Sztálin and Rákosi.

Figure 27. Left: A 10 kr light blue 1871 lithographed Ferenc
József, Magyar Katalógus 4, Scott 4. Right: A 2+2 Ft blue
semipostal, a semireplica of an 1871 stamp, Magyar Katalógus
1257 (1951), Hungary Scott B208.

For the zonbi topical collector, however, the 1951 replicas, from which the profile of the dead
Ferenc József has been removed, turn into a goldmine as soon as the regime, on its very own initiative
but ever so quietly, as if both trying to hide and bashfully admit its prior faux pas, resurrects the
profile, the face, of Ferenc József on a stamp issued in 1969 (Figure 28). That 1969 Ferenc József,
alive in 1871 but in 1951 worse than merely dead – liquidated, rendered as nonexistent as would soon
be the Sztálin after whom an entire metropolis had been named – is rehabilitated, deliquidated, i.e.,
resurrected, and as a result “alive” (or “undead”) once again. The Ferenc József on the 1969 stamp is
a zonbi.17
Figure 28. Like the 1951 semipostal in Figure 27, this is also a
philatelic-anniversary stamp, commemorating 100 years since the
creation of the first Hungarian postal card in 1869. Note that the
(red) Tokay cancel partially obliterates the (olive-brown)
indicium in the upper right corner of the postal card, which is a
profile of the bearded Ferenc József (the resurrected zonbi). This
stamp, the 60 fillér Magyar Katalógus 2600 (1969), Hungary
Scott 2004, shows a postal design that is closer to the first
Hungarian stamp (1867) than the 1871 lithograph in Figure 27.
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Figure 29. A Zomba “F”-style cancel (canceller put into service,
1881; Monograph VI, p. 173), dated April 1930. The stamp is a
yellow-green (Scott: apple green) 46 fillér Buda Castle with a boat
right-of-center in the Danube (Scott: “steamer”), Magyar
Katalógus 484 (1928), Hungary Scott 440.

A fairly typical topical “miscellany” is shown in Figure 29, a cancel from a town called
“Zomba” (in Tolna megye), which is pretty close to zonbi, about as close as the name “Zumba,”
which the town was called long ago,18 but closer than “Sumpa,” the town’s German name.19 The
genuine treat is from the Google translation of the Hungarian Wikipedia web page: “Zomba has been
in ancient times was inhabited. The Roman Empire survived from the time of the bronze statue,
which is known as the zombie Winged Genius. . . .” The zombie is not necessarily a genius but most
certainly a genie. The word in the original Hungarian text is “zombai” [i.e., ‘from Zomba.’ Ed.].

Figure 30. A 1941 Visszatért celebratory cancel for Zombor (otherwise
“Sombor,” Vojvodina, Serbia). If that creature with a four-empty-holed
face and wielding a sword is not a zonbi, then what kind of monster is it?
Stamps cancelled “Zombor” or partially cancelled “Zombo” are already
worthy additions to a zonbi topical collection; the “Visszatért” is a
“csemege.”

Another typical zonbi topical miscellany is shown in Figure 30, a “Visszatért” cancel from a
town called “Zombor,” which had been in Bács-Bodrog Vármegye before Trianon. One
interpretation of the “Visszatért” phenomenon is that it was an attempt to achieve total resurrection of
all the lost territories, of all the individual zonbi pieces that make up Nagymagyarország, which is
itself the most magnificent zonbi. Look, once you start talking about the walking undead who eat
human flesh, you should not be surprised by where you end up. Another case in point: The stamp
shown in Figure 31, which depicts an infant who will eventually be killed and soon after that be
resurrected, may be embraced as a zonbi topical. (See Matthew 28:7, “He is risen from the dead,” as
well as Luke 24:46 and John 21:14.) There are some web sites that argue against and some sites that
defend the idea that Jesus is a zonbi.20 The sites are worth consulting before deciding whether
portraits of Jesus on postage stamps are to be included in a zonbi topical collection.21

Figure 31. A Kovács Margit sculpture (“Nursing,”
Madonna and Child), the 1 Ft Hungarian Christmas
stamp for 1981, Magyar Katalógus 3487, Hungary Scott
2714. Take note of the surname of the designer. Is this a
mere coincidence, or are bizarre and evil spirits at work?
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NOTES
1. Csaba Kőhalmi introduced the term “zombie” (see note 2, “Zombie Stamps”) to cover the material he
accumulated and studied. I prefer the Haitian Creole word zonbi (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zombie).
2. Christopher E. Brainard, Catalogue of Hungarian Occupation Issues 1918-1921 (2006), pp. 41–69 and
elsewhere; Mike Rigsby and Csaba L. Kőhalmi, “When Counterfeit Stamps Cry Out ‘Bogus!’,” The News of
Hungarian Philately 36:4 (October-December, 2005), pp. 9–10; Gábor Voloncs, “Counterfeits of the 1919
Stamps of Original Design Rumanian Occupation of Debrecen Issue,” The News 41:1 (January-March, 2010),
pp. 14–18; Csaba L. Kőhalmi, “Zombie Stamps” and “More on the Zombie Stamps Topic,” The News 43:3
(July-September, 2012), pp. 4–12 and pp. 19–20; Csaba L. Kőhalmi, “More on the Subject of Zombie Stamps,”
The News 43:4 (October-December, 2012), pp. 17–21; Csaba L. Kőhalmi, “One More Time on the Subject of
Zombie Stamps,” The News 44:1 (January-March, 2013) pp. 25–26. (Kőhalmi has by now surpassed my bits
and pieces on Ikarusz – a candidate mythical zonbi.) See also Kőhalmi's regular column “The Editor's Notes”
as well as his many articles on “What I Saw on Ebay” (e.g., The News 38:4 [October-December, 2007], pp. 10–
11). A recent investigation is Roger Morrell, “As Alice Once Cried, ‘Curiouser and Curiouser!’,” Stamps of
Hungary #199 (December 2014), pp. 33–37 (in colour); the hallucinogenic associations are apposite.
3. “Zombie Stamps,” p. 12 (emphasis added). On the evidence for Hungarian pessimism, see the gloomily
solemn hungarianspectrum.wordpress.com/2009/10/08/hungarian-pessimism-who-and-why.
4. “This form is standard in Greater China, Iran, Japan, South Korea, Belgium, Lithuania, Hungary and
Sweden”; en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calendar_date.
5. See, for example, my orthographical essay “Vágújhely,” The News of Hungarian Philately 43:2 (AprilJune, 2012), pp. 17–26.
6. On survivors, see my article “Post-Trianon Hungarian Survivors in the Successor States,” The News of
Hungarian Philately 43:1 (January-March, 2012), pp. 14–29.
7. wolfandiron.com/theodore-roosevelts-july-4th-1903-speech.
8. Although the cancel I show in this note is not necessarily a zonbi, the cancel
serves a definite purpose, which suggests that its characteristics are not entirely
coincidental but partially the result of artifice. The great good that is accomplished
by this cancel is that it reveals to us a postal service secret: the name of the aratóférfi. (The stamp is an inflation Harvester, the “red wine” 100K, Magyar Katalógus
373 [1923]; or “claret,” Hungary Scott 356.)

9. See Csaba L. Kőhalmi and Alan Soble, “A Commentary on László Filep’s ‘Czechoslovak Territorial
Disputes with Poland after WW1’,” The News of Hungarian Philately 42:1 (January-March, 2011), pp. 24–
27.
10. A more provocative interpretation is that Magritte is poking fun at Sigmund Freud. You have a dream
about a pipe (or a cigar). The analyst mocks (in the interest of therapy) your silly idea that you had a dream
about a pipe. He recites, “This is not a pipe. The dream-pipe is something psychologically safe that represents
and hides an object that you find threatening. Can you figure out what it is?”
11. For example, legacy.mos.org/sln/Leonardo/leonardosperspective.html.
12. Be careful. Recall the historically “impossible” combination of an 1860 Austrian stamp cancelled
“Temesvár” around 1890. The image was printed in The News of Hungarian Philately 43:4 (OctoberDecember, 2012), p. 14; discussion of the stamp appeared in The News 44:1 (January-March, 2013), pp. 21–23.
I defended the “reality” of the combination. The other discussants were convinced, having good philatelic
reasons, that it was a zonbi; but they overlooked sociology and psychology.
13. thesocietypages.org/socimages/2011/04/29/charles-and-diana-the-manufacture-of-mens-height.
14. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunaújváros.
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15. Please examine the statue at tourinform.hu/martinasz-szobor?folderID=76021. Above (left) is (an image of)
the face of the statue. The next web site tells us that the Martinász “is made in socialist-realist style and it
represents a triumphant, exhaust, graceful worker” (why not “graceful zonbi”?): cometohungary.com/martinaszstatue-dunaujvaros-21084.en.html. The (red, white, and blue) indicium on a 1980 postal card (see above (right),
included in Simády) displays the Martinász statue and commemorates the 30th year of Dunaújváros, “1950–
1980.”
16. “Obliterations and Their Absence: The Prolonged Fate of Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks (Part I),” The
News of Hungarian Philately 40:1 (January-March, 2009), pp. 17–32.
17. Eventually, in 1991, the 1871 stamps were accurately, even beautifully, replicated, but that is beside the
point. See the 50 Ft purple souvenir sheet, Magyar Katalógus 4133, Hungary Scott 3331. It is also beside the
point that a souvenir sheet containing replicas of all six denominations of the 1871 issue was privately produced
in 1971. See the first-listed “Magánkiadások” in Magyar Katalógus.
18. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zomba,_Hungary.
19. hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zomba.
20. Pro: uncyclopedia.wikia.com/wiki/Zombie_Jesus; con: gotquestions.org/Jesus-zombie.html.
21. In the academic community, when acclaimed and accomplished scholars retire, they are often presented, at
a party, with a fake-surprise gift known as a Festschrift, a published volume of essays prepared by admiring
colleagues, doctoral students, and beloved friends (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Festschrift). Ideally, the essays are
fruitful contributions to areas investigated by the honoree. It was in the spirit of a Festschrift that prompted me
to put together this article on zonbi, a topic well-covered in the pages of this journal by editor Csaba Kőhalmi
(see note 2). However, it often happens at the end of a long career, or when an important vocational segment of
a person’s life is about to end (allowing him to aspire to make an equally conspicuous mark in another sphere of
human activity), that the friends, colleagues, students, and beloveds gather not (or not only) to heap praise upon
their star but to tease him cheerfully, to evoke momentary self-consciousness and slight embarrassment.
Whether the present essay comes off primarily as Festschrift-style applause or a delicate roasting (or both) is, of
course, a matter that the readers of this article will decide for themselves, according to their own subjective
attitudes, preferences, and collecting interests. Once again, I thank Csaba for all the help he gave me over the
last few years that made an impact on this essay, as well as for all the issues of The News of Hungarian
Philately that I have had the pleasure to read over the last quarter-century.
☼

CZECHOSLOVAK MONOLINGUAL HUNGARIAN-LANGUAGE CANCEL
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

In the July-September 2012 issue of The News, Johan Sevenhuijsen listed 43 cancels used in
(Czecho)Slovakia between 1920 and 1938 that utilized only Hungarian place names. Since most of
these settlements were small villages, finding these cancellations is a challenge. Recently, I happily
acquired one from Karva not only because it was a scarce specimen but also because Karva is the
village located on the left bank of the Danube opposite my home town of Piszke. While I have never
visited it, in my childhood, I regularly looked across the river at its houses. Under Communist rule,
Hungary’s borders were nearly hermetically sealed and cross border visits required visas. Now, with
the European Union’s Schengen border agreement, there is no passport control and a ferryboat
regularly travels between Piszke and Karva.
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Of course, ‘Karva’ doesn’t exist anymore. The Slovak name for the small town of about 700800 souls became Kravany nad Dunajom sometime after the end of World War II.

Airmail cover mailed from Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 16 April 1938 addressed to Karva, Okress Párkány. I
assume that the meaning of the added text is ‘District Párkány.’ The Hungarian name of ‘Párkány’ was
changed to Štúrovo in the late 1940s. The letter arrived at the Prague Airport on 22 April 1938 and was
delivered in Karva on the next day.

Left: Hungarian cancel from Karva dated 21 February 1916.
Right: Enlargement of the (Czecho)Slovak cancel from 23 April 1938.
☼

FREAK PERFORATIONS MAKE THIS ITEM UNIQUE
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
The 5Ft definitive stamp picturing the city of Szolnok on the Tisza River (Scott no. 2331,
MBÁ 3023 I) was issued in 1975. The stamp underwent a redesign a few years later creating a
variety with a different positioning of the date and designer name under the ‘Magyar Posta’ text.
Scott doesn’t list this variety but the Hungarian catalog assigns a new number: MBÁ 3023 II. The
reprint showed a printing flaw on the 87th stamp in the sheet: a small imperfection in the lower right
corner of the stamp next to the shield. I recently acquired a strip of three misperforated stamps. Part
of the stamp in the upper left shows this printing flaw.
Left: A used copy of the Szolnok
stamp with the arrow pointing to the
printing flaw.
Right: Detail of the flaw
photographically cropped from the
misperforated strip.
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Misperforated stamp from my strip of three. The
flaw is on the partial stamp in the upper left corner
of the picture. Follow the arrow.

☼

HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2015
New Hungarian Postal Rates
(simplified version)

Domestic
Priority
8.115.145.12.2.-150.200.215.270.250.340.450.575.750.940.940.1190.115.145.30.1.190.1.390.1.490.1.690.275.185.330.435.1.040.410.- (up to 10.000Ft)

Non-priority

Standard letter1 to 30gm
Standard letter1 to 20gm
Letter up to 20gm, non-standard
Letter up to 50gm
Letter up to 100gm
Letter up to 250gm
Letter up to 500gm
Letter up to 750gm
Letter up to 1000gm
Letter up to 1500gm
Letter up to 2000gm
Post Card
M Bag up to 5kg
M Bag over 5kg, per kg

E-mail notification
Domestic parcel up to 2 kg
Domestic parcel up to 5kg
Domestic parcel up to 10kg
Domestic parcel up to 20kg
Collect on Delivery
Registration
Certified/Tértivevény
Official Correspondence
“ delivered to addressee only
Deliver to addressee only
Declared value

1 January 2015
Europe
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.285.325.2.330.380.430.490.690.785.1.160.1.310.1.940.2.155.3.360.3.730.4.725.5.245.5.875.6.350.285.325.6.365.6.365.850.850.370.810.405.385.385.- for each 5.000Ft

Other Destinations
Priority
8.12.330.375.2.380.430.2.370.495.560.3.780.800.900.110.1.340.1.490.2.230.2.450.3.860.4.245.5.435.5.975.6.765.7.435.330.375.7.245.7.245.970.970.370.810.405.385.385.- for each 5.000Ft

Non-priority

Information about the new postal rates was taken from the website of the Hungarian Post
(posta.hu). US$1= ~HUF 280. The basic domestic postal rates show no increase for the first weight
increment and small increases for higher weights. Post card rates are now the same as the first
increment letter rate. Rates to foreign destinations increased significantly. /Ed./
☼
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THE EDITOR’S FINAL NOTE
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
After 25 years, the history lesson is over. Viszontlátásra /
Auf Wiedersehen / Au Revouir / Hasta la Vista / Goodbye /
Sayonara. In any language: the final whistle blew and it indicates
that the game is finished.
Isten veletek, kedves barátaim.
☼

2014 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 18 November 2014
Christmas 2014
Face value: HUF 145. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. Photographer: József Hajdú. The design
depicts a Christmas tree.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers
in quantities required by postal demand.
2015 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 16 January 2015
34th Racing Pidgeon Olympiad
Face value: HUF 115, 145 (stamps), 2 x HUF 450 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Souvenir sheet size: 120 x 80mm.
Designer: Kálmán Székely. The stamps show the winning birds First Lady, Mr Villám, and Jr Villám
against a backdrop of Budapest monuments.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers. The stamps were printed in
sheets of 50 with the logo of the Olympiad reproduced along the top and bottom sheet selvage.
300,000 sets of stamps and 80,000 souvenir sheets were produced.

Issue date: 5 February 2015
40th Anniversary of UNICEF in Hungary
Face value: HUF 500. Stamp size: 50.4 x 25mm.
Designer: György Kara. The design shows cartoon characters of children.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers in quantities required by postal demand.
The stamps are arranged in tête-bêche format in the sheet.
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Issue date: 19 February 2015
The Year of the Goat
Face value: 4 x HUF 285. Stamp size: 26 x 26.5mm, small sheet of 4 size: 67 x 68mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. The designs shows a goat.
Technical details: Printed by the ANY Security Printers using a 3+0 color method in an edition of
65,000 small sheets of 4.
Left: UNICEF
stamp
Right: Year of
the Goat
sheetlet

3rd World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction
Face value: HUF 330. Stamp size: 50 x 26mm.
Designer: György Kara. The design depicts a graphic showing possible worldwide catastrophes.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers in an edition of 220,000 stamps.
Issue date: 5 March 2015
Easter 2015
Face value: 2 x HUF 115. Stamp size: 26 x 33mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. The designs show two example from the Míves Tojás Collection of Easter egg
in Zengővárkony.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers in quantities required by postal
demand.
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Issue date: 19 March 2015
100th Anniversary of the Debut of Imre Kálmán’s Operetta Csárdáskirályné
Face value: HUF 375. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. The design depicts a scene from the inaugural performance of the ‘Csárdás Princess.’
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers in an edition of 200,000 stamps.
100th Anniversary of the Publication of József Katona’s Drama Bánk bán
Face value: HUF 275. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm
Designer: István Weisenburger. The design reproduces a copper plate engraving by Alajos Roth showing Bánk
with Queen Gertrude.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers in an edition of 200,000 stamps.

☼
MISCELLANY
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Earl Blinn was a well-known stamp collector and stamp dealer. He and his wife were members of our
Society from its inception for many years thereafter before their passing. Covers sent to Earl from Hungary
occasionally show up on eBay. Both of the examples shown below came for other stamp dealers in Hungary.

The mechanical construction of Hungarian cancelling devices has not been explored thoroughly in
philatelic literature. Every now and then, I find clues as to how the wheels depicting year-month-day-time of
day actually worked. The device illustrated on the next page is a bottom-up view of a Tábori Posta 53
(Fieldpost No. 53) device used during World War II. This particular device looks as if it had 6 moving wheels
in the opening in the middle for setting the date. Note the large wheel sticking out from its side. It’s hard to
know if this wheel operated a screw that locked the date into place or was used to actually set the date. If it
were a locking device, then the wheels for the date needed to beset by hand individually.
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Left: Bottom view of a ‘TÁBORI POSTA’ cancelling device
Dr. Jerzy Kupiec-Weglinski sent a couple of images of
1918 airmail covers sent to Kiev. While the covers are not in
his collection, he was interested in studying them and asked for
comments. The cover on the left was posted by Béla Terfi, a
prominent philatelist at the time. It was mailed on 6 July 1918
(registry number R4812/r). The cover was correctly franked
with 6,55K postage (20f letter rate, 25f registration, 60f express
fee, 1K special handling fee, and 4,50K for the three legs of the
airmail flight [Budapest to Vienna, Vienna to Cracow, Cracow
to Kiev. Each leg cost 1,50K.]).

The cover on the right was mailed on 20 July 1918 using identical franking. It received a K.u.K.
Etappen Postampt 258 cancellation on 24 July 1918 along with a handwritten text Einschreibebrief nich
zulässing (registered letter not permitted). What wonderful postal history!
Christ Brainard sent me this scan of the only know
genuine inverted Bánát-Bácska overprint a long time ago. In
keeping with my mantra of publishing everything that I receive,
I’d like to show this stamp so as not to have anything left over
in my ‘newsletter_in_progress’ folder. Chris pointed out that
the slight offset on the reverse side of the stamp confirms that it
is genuine.
☼

SHP WEBSITE SURVEY RESULTS
by Alan Bauer

Members,
we recently conducted a survey using an online survey tool to understand what our members
felt was important for the development of our new website. We would like to share the results with
our full membership as you will see below.
We had an excellent response rate and were able to gain invaluable insights for our members.
These will be used for the next step in the design of your new website. A summary of the responses
is included below for your reference.
We welcome any additional feedback that wou would like to provide and any further
thoughts you may have after reviewing the response summarites. Please email your responses to:
alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org.
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We are also beginning the search for a new webmaster. If any one of you would like to step
up and take on the role of webmaster, please let us know. We will enthusiastically welcome your
participation.
Responses Summary
If someone asked you Why does the SHP have a website? how would you answer?








[to] communicate information about the Society...
To provide information about Hungarian stamps...
To promote interest in our society...
...gives members a forum to communicate...
These days everyone has to have a website!
...[to provide a] schedule of meetings of the SHP.
To keep in touch with our members.

What are you looking forward to most about the new website?













Being able to use it to find information about Hungarian stamps...
Ability to access current auctions and view stamps being offered.
Addition of a buy/sell feature for items across full range of prices.
More interaction amongst members
A forum that will allow you to [...] post your own jpg images
Quick and easy access to specialist information
...an accurate schedule of Society meetings and meeting venues
A forum to ask/answer Hungarian philatelic questions.
Newsletters online
More information content.
Imporved ability for fundraising
To give an idea of the diversity of Hungarian philately

Thinking about the current website, what are things that must no change? What do you like
about it?








I like the Introduction to Hungarian Philately by Marian Carne Zinsmeister
I’ve heard that you can look at color pictures of the auction lots, and that would be great...
...the contacts page should always have the current club slate with contact info.
The auction listings must be continued and the auction lot scans incresed.
It needs a total overhaul!
Historical context of various stamp issues; availability of monographs; history of Hungary,
history of society
It should continue to include the Constitution and By-Laws, but these should be revised to
match current reality. There are several committees listed which either do not exist, or, if they
exists, are no longer functional.

Results
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☼

MORE ON LUGOS
by Paul de Leeuw van Weenen

I always read Alan Soble’s articles by with great pleasure. Now, I would like to comment on
his Persistent Survivors in Lugos/Lugos article (see the October-December 2014 issue of The News).
I can add the following illustrations to the Lugos article.

Left: Pre-stamp straight-line LUGOS cancel from 1836. Right: Lugos B. from 15 June 1892.
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Also, a couple of comments concerning the article: in Figure 4a the right cancellation is
LUGOS A and not LUGOS. In Figure 7a the text is ZENSOR FÜR BRIEFE AN instead of AM, as
can be seen in the scan of the cancellation from of a letter sent to Bern.

Double censored letter sent from Vinkovci on 12 April 1917 to Bern.
I, too, have a late use of the LUGOJ 1 K canceller dated 24 March 1939. See the illustrations
below (complete card and an enlargement of the cancellation).

☼

BÓLY, REVISITED
by Ráhel Soble

On a recent visit to my ancestral home town, I took
the following photograph of the Hungarian-German
bilingual city hall sign in Bóly. (See Bóly Postal History
and Orthography by Alan (aka Dad) Soble in the JulySeptember 2014 issue of The News.)
Rectangular sign at the bottom of the picture: Városháza /
Rathaus / City Hall

☼
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A PAGEFULL OF ZOMBIES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Here’s a pagefull of zombie overprints (incomplete, by far!) that I collected from new eBay
listings. You’ve probably seen them and there’s no further need for editorial comment.

☼
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FOR SALE: back issues of The News of Hungarian Philately. Issues Jan-May 2001 to Oct-Dec
2014. Three issues missing. Would sell whole lot of 53 issues for $50 plus shipping. Contact me
Zoltan at the following email zoltanog@gmail.com or call at Tel# 301-946-2414

WANTED by Anna Trishan: Hungary
Sc# 53 mint, the 6f bistre turul with wmk. 135, crown in circle
Sc# PR1 (1868) both mint and used, the 1k blue newspaper tax stamp, with wmk. 91, the
double line letters
Sc# PR2 (1868) used, the 2k brown newspaper tax stamp, with wmk. 91, the double line
letters
Sc# PR2 (1871) mint, the 2k brown newspaper tax stamp, unwatermarked.
Sc#70b, 5f emerald turul with wmk. 136a, (crown in perspective), perf 15.
She can be reached by email via annaandkeith@earthlink.net or
phone number 1-412-793-0938.

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

THE LATEST NEW ISSUE
Issue date: 24 March 2015
Pro Juventute – Lúdas Matyi
Face value: HUF 400 + 150. The surcharge was for the benefit of youth philatelic activities.
Stamp size: 40 x 30mm; souvenier sheet size: 90 x 70mm.
Designer: Edit Szalma. The design shows a cartoon depiction of the tale of Matt the
Gooseboy written by Mihály Fazekas.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the ANY Security Printers in an edition of 40,000
souvenir sheets.

